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QUESTION 1

Which security issues exist for most publicly available Vagrant boxes? (Choose three correct answers.) 

A. They accept SSH logins from the user vagrant with the password vagrant. 

B. They accept SSH logins from the user vagrant with a publicly available SSH key pair. 

C. The vagrant user can use sudo to obtain root privileges without additional authentication. 

D. Their whole file system, including configuration files, is writable by any user, including vagrant. 

E. They export their file system via NFS with full write permissions without any additional restrictions. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

https://www.vagrantup.com/docs/boxes/base.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following HTTP methods are used by REST? (Choose three correct answers.) 

A. CREATE 

B. REPLACE 

C. PUT 

D. DELETE 

E. GET 

Correct Answer: CDE 

https://restfulapi.net/http-methods/ 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following functions are provided by the Ansible apt module? (Choose two correct answers.) 

A. Update an installed package to the latest version. 

B. Update the list of available packages from configured repositories. 

C. Re-compile an installed package from the source code. 

D. Add the URL of a new repository to the package manager configuration. 

E. Install a dpkg based Linux distribution on an empty target system. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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https://docs.ansible.com/ansible/latest/modules/apt_module.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Given the following excerpt of a Dockerfile: 

Run apt-get –y update andand apt-get install –y fortunes andand apt-get clean 

Why are the multiple apt-get commands combined in one RUN statement instead of using multiple RUN statements? 

A. To prevent the commands from running in parallel because Docker executes all RUN statements in their own
container at the same time. 

B. To ensure the execution order of the commands because Docker might evaluate the statements of a Dockerfile in
any order. 

C. To avoid the creation of unnecessary images because Docker creates a new image for each RUN statement. 

D. To execute both commands in the same container instance and void Docker to reset the container to the original
base image. 

E. To execute the apt-get install command only if the apt-get update command was successful because Docker does
not check the success of RUN statements. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements is true about load balancers? 

A. Load balancers are a security risk because they obfuscate the origin of connections. 

B. Load balancer help to improve the availability and scalability of a service. 

C. Load balancers are a single point of failure because they cannot be deployed redundantly. 

D. Load balancer require access to private keys in order to be able to forward HTTPS traffic. 

E. Load balancers cannot use connection content, such as HTTP cookies, to route traffic. 

Correct Answer: B 
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